Hobie’s revolutionary Mirage Eclipse standup pedalboard is now available to retailers and outfitters. Designed for the rigors of commercial use, it is ideal for resort and rental fleets. Available in two models, the Dura 10.5 and Dura 12.0 with new Sunset Red or Twilight Blue color choices. The Eclipse is lightweight and full of features such as a carefree kick-up rudder and dual carrying handles. Riders stand tall above the water, using MirageDrive® pedal power to fly at exceptional speed and nimbly carve turns using fingertip steering controls.

**MirageDrive with Glide Technology**
Hobie’s world-renowned MirageDrive propulsion system delivers full power. A natural stepping motion cycles the large topside pedals and the powerful underwater fins efficiently move the Eclipse forward. Quick and easy “Click and Go” installation and removal for transport and storage.

**DURA 12**
- Length: 12’
- Width: 36”
- Fitted Hull Weight: 46 lbs
- Fully Rigged Weight: 57 lbs

**DURA 10.5**
- Length: 10’7”
- Width: 35”
- Fitted Hull Weight: 42 lbs
- Fully Rigged Weight: 53 lbs
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